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Overview

Introduction
The experience of lockdown during the COVID-19 pandemic has
emphasised the criticality of areas including remote working,
business agility, digital customer engagement, and supply chain
continuity. In the new post-pandemic reality, these aspects of
business are permanently changed, and if enterprises are to prosper
then they must focus on accelerating their digital transformation
programs, strengthening their business and technology platforms, and
empowering their remote workforces, while reducing operational costs
in response to budget pressures and managing risk.
Omdia has conducted a research project and survey on behalf of IBM,
which examines UK enterprise attitudes to the impact of COVID-19 on
digital innovation and business transformation, and provides thought
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leadership on how enterprise decision makers can succeed in the
post-pandemic world. The survey seeks to identify how organisations
across five key vertical sectors are planning to move beyond lockdown,
the lessons learned during this period, and the perceived
opportunities for accelerating transformation with technologies
including cloud platforms, remote working, online commerce and the
cognitive enterprise.
The survey also investigates the key pain points and challenges that
organisations face in this renewal phase, including the importance of
cybersecurity and the demand for increased resilience, and will
examine the perceived criteria for selecting trusted technology
vendors to partner with in this process.

Methodology

Research methodology
21%

For this study Omdia ran an online quantitative survey of
decision-makers from 306 UK companies. The questionnaire
was designed to examine enterprise attitudes to the impact of
COVID-19 on digital innovation and business transformation,
and provide thought leadership on how enterprise decision
makers can succeed in the post-pandemic world.
Fieldwork took place during June and July 2020.

Respondent breakdown
Total respondents – 306

19%

Respondents by industry
Public Sector

21%

Telecoms & Media
Consumer: CPG, Wholesale & Retail
Banking/Financial Markets
Healthcare

19%
20%

Respondent companies by size (number of employees)
250 to 1000

1001 to 5000

5001 or more
61%

16%

Departmental breakdown
40% of respondents came from IT roles, 60% from lines of business, including operations,
finance/accounting, sales / customer support and strategy.
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23%

Overview

Summary Recommendations

1

2

Recovery in the Financial
services sector is largely
dependent on the
economic health of
businesses and
consumers. While the
sector anticipates a swift
recovery this is far from
guaranteed. As FSOs
realign their plans for post
lockdown, ensure that all
scenarios including the
worst case are fully
accounted for.
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3

With market uncertainty
persisting for the
foreseeable future,
organizational agility has
become a critical
capability. This presents a
significant challenge for
the highly regulated
financial service sector. ICT
budgets must be
reprioritized to ensure that
ICT investment that
supports this goal are
made available.
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Despite investment to
date, FSOs must further
accelerate their move
towards fully digital
products and services
portfolios. While there are
competing priorities, FSOs
need to ensure that
sufficient focus is given to
the customer journey and
experience as these new
portfolios are developed.

4
To maximize revenues
and drive efficiency,
embedded intelligence
must be a critical
element across all
processes and customer
engagement points for
the new digital product
and service portfolios.

5
In addition, FSOs must
keep a focus on
detecting and countering
emerging cyber threats
as they shift their
operating models and
must ensure
organizational resilience
in the face of continuing
market volatility that is
likely to continue in the
mid-term.

6
For retail banks in
particular, the pandemic
will drive a
comprehensive re-think
of the role of the branch
within a different
product and service
offering. Banks should
proactively begin this
process before the current
role of branches becomes
a potential drag on the
business.

Overview

The four stages of the Survive to
Thrive journey
The Covid-19 pandemic has crisis pushed almost every business into survival
mode. There is now a four-stage journey to be undertaken to move from merely
surviving to thriving. Strategies, objectives, and actions must fit each stage.

Survive

Revive

Renew

Thrive

The COVID-19 pandemic causes hard lockdown.
Companies try to survive by protecting their
revenue streams, maintaining their capabilities
and capacity to produce, hanging on to their
customers, and securing their supply chains.
Second waves and future lockdowns may push
companies back into survive mode.

When hard lockdown is eased, companies try to
rebuild their operations toward pre-lockdown
performance. They examine options to
strengthen their digital offerings and connect to
customers digitally. Part of the revive stage is a
review of what they did during the hard
lockdown to assess whether it should be
continued, accelerated, or stopped.

While the pandemic continues, and after they
have secured their ongoing continuity,
companies rethink their digital and business
models. They factor in changes in customer
behaviours, stability (or not) of the supply chain,
ongoing operational conditions, the possibility
of further crises, and so on.

There is little chance of circumstances
returning to pre-pandemic conditions. If a
company is to prosper during the inpandemic, and post-pandemic period, it
needs to implement its revised and improved
digital and business model.
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Stage One

Stage Two
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Survive

Stage One
Planning must cater for a
broader range of outcomes
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Survive

Revive

Stage One

Stage Two

The impact of COVID19 varied
widely across the FS sector
Large FSOs fared best during the pandemic experiencing the
lowest proportion of business closures across the study with a
significant minority seeing business remain within a normal
range. However, smaller UK FSOs were the most severely impacted
during H1 2020 with the largest proportion of permanent business
closures.
large FSO activity remained within normal range during the
17% ofpandemic
compared to 9% of small FSO and 11% across all industries
smaller FSOs either permanently or temporarily ceased trading
35% ofduring
H1 2020 compared to only 10% for the largest FSO
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Renew

Stage Three

Thrive

Stage Four

Survive

Revive

Stage One

Stage Two

Renew

Stage Three

Thrive

Stage Four

UK FS undertook a dramatic
shift in its operating model
FS underwent the most severe shift in operational models of all
sectors studied. Post pandemic, the largest proportion of FS
employees (35%) will spend their working week split between
home and an office location. The sector must accommodate
compliance requirements and ensure data security and privacy as it
moves this distributed operating model.

32%

of FS respondents had a large majority
of employees entirely based at an office
location prior to the pandemic
compared to 22% for all other sectors.
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This will fall to just 2%
of FS respondents
post pandemic
compared to 11%
across other sectors.

Survive

Revive

Stage One

Stage Two

Renew

Stage Three

Thrive

Stage Four

Recommendations in the Survive phase:

While the FSOs anticipate a swift
return to business as usual this is
contingent on both businesses and
consumers being in a position to
carry on financial transactions. FSOs
should ensure that their recovery plans
fully encompass the widest set of
outcomes including accounting for a far
more protracted pandemic than
expected

For the last decade retail banks have
sought to position branches as high
value ‘sales’ outlets. This now needs to
be redefined for a post pandemic world.
FSOs need to decide how can complex
services such as financial and wealth
planning, can be delivered in
increasingly digital ways.
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An immediate consequence of the
pandemic is that FSO need to rapidly
and significantly reduce operational
costs. FSOs should accelerate, or
urgently initiate if they have not done
so, modernization and automation
initiatives across their application
landscapes.

Generally, FSOs has reacted quickly
and effectively in migrating to
remote working. FSO now need to take
steps to ensure these new remote
operational models are resilient and
secure. Distributed operational
networks must be capable of detecting
and countering the inevitable rise in
cyber attacks as criminal attempt to
exploit potential vulnerabilities in new
working models.

Revive

Stage Two
Prioritize agility to capture
new opportunities
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Survive

Revive

Stage One

Stage Two

Renew

Stage Three

Confidence in the extent of digital
transformation was misplaced
Investment by the sector over the last decade means many
FSOs believed they had completed their digital transformation.
However, transformation strategies based on pre-pandemic
assumptions and norms have surfaced shortcomings.

21%

of FSOs felt they had completed their digital transformation
compared to only 11% across all other sectors

Yet, 37% of FS respondents
definitely agreed that the
pandemic highlighted
shortfalls or failures in their
systems and processes.
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Among the largest
FSOs, 45% definitely
agreed that the
pandemic highlighted
shortfalls or failures in
their systems and
processes
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Thrive

Stage Four

Survive

Revive

Stage One

Stage Two

Renew

Stage Three

Thrive

Stage Four

The pandemic has only been
a temporary halting of
digital transformation
The FS will resume and, in some cases, accelerate its
transformation efforts by the end of 2020. Budget constraints will
inevitably act as an inhibitor and there will be a significant realigning of
priorities as a result of the pandemic.
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51%
24%
31%

of FSO will resume their digital transformation efforts by the
end of 2020 compared to 35% across other sectors.
of large FSOs will accelerate their transformation efforts by the
end of 2020.
of large FSOs will resume their digital transformation by the
end of 2020 but with new priorities.

Survive

Revive

Stage One

Renew

Stage Two

Stage Three

Responding at speed is a
challenge for the FS sector
Governance and risk management controls, often driven by
regulatory and compliance needs, have emerged as a major
challenge inhibiting the speed with which FSOs can respond in
the face of the pandemic

Only 27% of FSOs
agreed that change
management and
adoption is easier
during a crisis
compared to 45%
across other verticals.
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of large FSOs cited changing our
business and operating model as the
most significant challenge beyond
lockdown compared to 24% across all
other sectors.
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Thrive

Stage Four

Survive

Revive

Stage One

Stage Two

Renew

Stage Three

Recommendations in the Revive phase:

Following the need for a rapid move
to a hybrid operational model, FSOs
should re-examine these initial
deployments to ensure that
customer sensitive data remains
compliant and secure

FSOs should further invest in tools
and technology to ensure the
organizations’ continued resilience in
the face of as yet unforeseen
consequences of the pandemic. In
particular, FSOs should have
comprehensive and robust cyber
recovery plans in place.
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FSOs that can respond quickly will be
best placed to capture new business
from the anticipated increase in
activity levels. FSOs should continue to
harness the recent ‘survive’ mindset to
maintain the agility needed to exploit
these opportunities

Thrive

Stage Four

Renew

Stage Three
Agility and customer
engagement investment
is critical
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Survive

Revive

Stage One

Stage Two

Resilience becomes the
top priority
Enhancing IT resilience and business continuity has emerged as
the top priority post lockdown, particularly for the largest FSOs.
This marks a dramatic shift in priorities compared to those of only six
months ago as FSOs move to mitigate the threat of a second (or
more) pandemic waves

Pre-pandemic, operational
resilience was the top priority
for only 8% of FSOs but is the
top priority for 34% of all FSOs
(and 52% of the largest FSOs)
as they move beyond lockdown.
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Renew

Stage Three

Thrive

Stage Four

Survive

Revive

Stage One

Renew

Stage Two

Thrive

Stage Three

Stage Four

Budgets and lack of urgency are
major inhibitors of renewed digital
transformation
While many FSOs plan to accelerate their digital transformation plans by the end of
2020, budgets will be the most significant inhibitor to this, particularly for smaller
players. In addition, the significant investment in digital transformation already
undertaken may lead to reluctance among some senior decision makers to continue
increasing budgets in this area.

58%

of FSO see lack of budget as the
primary inhibitor to continued digital
transformation compared to 47%
across other sectors.
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48%

of large FSOs see lack of senior
sponsorship and too many competing
priorities as key barriers to progress of
digital transformation

Survive

Stage One

Revive

Stage Two

Driving organizational agility
is a priority
The difficulties FSOs face in
responding at speed means
that accelerating agility and
efficiency has risen sharply as
a top priority as FSO move out
of lockdown.

24% of FSOs cite
accelerating agility and
efficiency as a top priority
more than twice the
proportion across all other
sectors (11%).
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42% of FSO (and 52%
among the largest FSOs) will
significantly increase
investment on workflow and
business process
management to enhance
organizational agility.
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Renew

Stage Three

Thrive

Stage Four

Survive

Revive

Stage One

Stage Two

Renew

Stage Three

Recommendations in the Renew phase:

While caution is necessary as
uncertainty continues, FSOs must
prioritise and allocate sufficient
budgets to accelerate digital
transformation in the near-term.

Other sectors are more strongly
focused on digital customer
engagement than the FS sector post
lockdown. However, increasingly digital
financial products and services will
require FSOs to re-think their offerings
around the customer journey and
experience.
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Key investment areas to support this
acceleration include workflow and
BPM, business application platforms
and embedding cognitive
technologies to drive flexibility,
automation and agility.

Thrive

Stage Four

Thrive

Stage Four
Embed intelligence as part of
a redefined DX strategy
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Survive

Revive

Stage One

Renew

Stage Two

Stage Three

Adapting business models while
meeting regulatory requirements
will be a major challenge
Although FS is the most bullish sector with some anticipating an
increase in activity above pre-pandemic levels by the end of 2020,
implementing new business models in a highly regulated sector
emerges as the most significant challenge post lockdown.

44% of FSO see complying
with workplace
requirements and
legislation as a main
inhibitor to transformation
progress versus 38% of all
other sectors

68% of FSO see changing
their business models as the
most significant challenge
compared to 58% across all
other sectors
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Thrive

Stage Four

Survive

Revive

Stage One

Stage Two

Renew

Stage Three

Thrive

Stage Four

Creating digital products
and services is now a
critical capability
To thrive in a post pandemic market, creating digital products and
services will become a critical capability for all FSOs. While this has
been a strong trend in the sector for many years, the pandemic has
hugely amplified its importance.
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48%

of large FSOs felt they should have more digital components in their
product and service offerings compared to 34% across other sectors.

66%

of large FSOs still see converting their offering to digital as a
main challenge.

56%

of FSO see creating digital products as a critical capability compared
to 46% across all sectors.

Survive

Revive

Stage One

Stage Two

New working models bring
new security threats
Regulation already ensures stringent protection and access to
sensitive customer data, however, FS’s move to more
distributed working models means the sector must enhance its
threat detection capabilities.

61%

of all FSO (and 79% of the largest FSOs)
will be increasing investment in threat
detection systems compared to 56% of
across all other sectors
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Renew

Stage Three

Thrive

Stage Four

Survive

Revive

Stage One
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Renew

Stage Three

Thrive

Stage Four

Uncertainty means FSOs
must garner better insight
about customers
As uncertainty and volatility continues even post lockdown, FSO
will invest in AI to support deeper customer insight such as
assessing loan applications, early identification of default risk and
more accurate risk and exposure management.

53% of all FSOs and 69% of
the largest FSOs will increase
investment in AI and machine
learning to support customer
driven insight
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Survive
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Renew

Stage Three

Thrive

Stage Four

Recommendations in the Thrive phase:

FSOs should move to ‘digital by
default’ product and service
offerings. This will require reenergised
and refocused transformation strategies
and in some cases greater investment.

These transformation strategies
must also deliver organizational
agility to respond to continuing
market volatility.
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FSOs should embed intelligence and
automation within all processes to
both support flexibility and ensure
efficiency.

Data security, countering emerging
cyber threats and building
organizational resilience are also
critical capabilities of any
transformation strategy

Summary

Methodology
& About
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Summary

About
IBM

OMDIA

IBM is a leading cloud and cognitive solutions company, and the largest
technology and consulting employer in the world.

Omdia is a global technology research powerhouse, established following the
merger of the research division of Informa Tech (Ovum, Heavy Reading, and
Tractica) and the acquired IHS Markit technology research portfolio*.

Trusted by thousands of enterprises across 20 industries, IBM Cloud provides
the essential tools clients need to get all the benefits of cloud, but with control
and flexibility. Companies can build mission-critical applications once and run
them on all leading public clouds or private clouds with IBM’s next-generation
hybrid multicloud platform, built on Red Hat technologies. With Watson, the AI
platform for business, powered by data, we are building industry-based solutions
to real-world problems.
Capture the true value of cloud and AI for your business –
www.ibm.com/uk-en/cloud

We combine the expertise of more than 400 analysts across the entire technology
spectrum, covering 150 markets. We publish over 3,000 research reports annually,
reaching more than 14,000 subscribers, and cover thousands of technology,
media, and telecommunications companies.
Our exhaustive intelligence and deep technology expertise enable us to uncover
actionable insights that help our customers connect the dots in today’s constantly
evolving technology environment and empower them to improve their businesses
– today and tomorrow.
* The majority of IHS Markit technology research products and solutions were acquired by Informa in August 2019 and are now part of Omdia.
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Omdia
The Omdia team of 400+ analysts and consultants are located
across the globe
Americas

Argentina
Brazil
Canada
United States

Asia-Pacific
Australia
China
India
Japan
Malaysia
Singapore
South Korea
Taiwan

Europe, Middle East, Africa

Denmark
France
Germany
Italy
Kenya
Netherlands
South Africa
Spain

Sweden
United Arab
Emirates
United Kingdom

Omdia

Email
Email
Website
Twitter
Linkedin

insights@omdia.com
consulting@omdia.com
omdia.com
OmdiaHQ
Omdia

